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ABOUT US

THE FUTURE OF HIGHER EDUCATION BY
“SEK - El Castillo”
Sek - El Castillo is an institution that oﬀers both the International
Baccalaureate Organization programme, and the Spanish National
Curriculum since 1977.
The people that have participated in the challenge are three IBDP students,
in their final year: Elina Reilhac-Laborde, Regina Sanchez, and Lucas
Guillot.
The teachers that have facilitated the process are Paloma Rivas and Ana
Isabel Alarcon.
We have learned to be innovative and find problems and their solutions. It
was good to learn about other’s experiences in university to also help us
navigate it when our time comes. It was quite interesting to hear our peers’
opinions and ideas, as so many were interesting and helpful. It was good
collaboration work and we learned to take an idea and expand on it as a
team.
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CHALLENGE RESOLUTION
“What does today’s university need
to be better? What 3 things should
it keep, 3 things should it add, and 3
things should it eliminate?”
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The initial task was a brainstorming of university experience, evaluating what we want to add, keep the same
and remove from university. To do so, we used several brainstorming methods such as the creation of an
avatar. In order to make the problems more relevant, we also talked to our close friends, family members,
etc. about their personal experience and used their feedback to influence our direction
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The main conclusion that we reached from the initial research was that there are worldwide problems
that university students experience without any current solution. There are many current issues such as
mental health issues, inability to manage-time and housing problems.
○ We also found current problems that we concluded were more diﬀicult to solve or to fix. Some of
these included discrimination, educational costs, etc.
For the issues that we wanted to mainly focus on, we made additional research to ensure this was an
ongoing and relevant problem. For example, mental illness issues aﬀect one out of five students. Time
management issues aﬀect more than 48.4 percent of students, which we also connected with the issue
of responsibility.
Identified Problems
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The three main problems we agreed to remove are discrimination
and its tolerance, students having a hard time because of the
student-teacher barrier and too much independence.

Keep the Same
●

Reward for work ethic, ability to study part-time & full-time and the
independence of students to prepare for real life.

Add
●
1

2

App with support groups, social app for students and helping
students find housing.
3

Conclusions from the Research
●
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The main group of people that are implicated with these unsolved issues are the students. However, we
concluded that most of these problems occur because they are not addressed by administration and
staﬀ.
The lack of communication between administration and the student needs are the main cause of the
lack of solutions.
The benefits of solving these problems would allow for better communication. This would allow the
universities to gain more student satisfaction, avoid conflict and could result in mutual benefit of higher
academic performance.
We want to solve these problems because we not only want to better our future experience for university
as incoming students, but we also want to facilitate and better the experience for future generations.
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Solutions and Adds
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We identified that students struggle to get housing. We have proposed a solution, which is an app
that will help students navigate the places near the university, and be able to easily find housing
options and people that renting a place or looking for a roommate to share the bills. The app will
also help students to find stores that oﬀer university resources and other useful places nearby.
Students also may struggle to find people they can interact with, especially new and transfer
students. For this issue, we propose a solution to help students meet people and improve their
social life, an app or a forum will allow to find students that go to the same university as them, and
have similar interest and live nearby. This app could also help students, that for some reason
weren’t able take classes and had to do online classes, making it harder to interact. Also, for safety
the people that sign up to the app or forum must need to show a student ID.
Another add that we propose is an app ot support group where students can talk to other students
about the personal issues, that can be similar to others such as problems because of their ethnicity
or sexuality. They can also talk about academic problems, , such as reaching deadlines, struggling
with a subject or any other similar issues. This will increase student motivation, because they will
not feel alone in the struggle and will find other student with same issues and they will not feel
ashamed.
All of our ideas involve the use of technology as students and the new generation uses technology
most frequently, and they can look for housing, talk and find new friends and consult the support
groups anywhere they are.
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CHALLENGE
RESOLUTION

“What does today’s university
need to be better? What 3 things
should it keep, 3 things should it
add, and 3 things should it
eliminate?”
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The three things we agreed universities should keep are:
●Reward for work ethic. In real-life, people are rewarded for good work and withdrawn from opportunities for
bad work, and it is good that this logic is applied to university, as it is afterall where students learn how to
be adults and get an idea of what real-life is like.
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●Diﬀerent education options, like part-time or full-time, and online instead of going in person. Some people
have diﬀerent schedules and or less time for university, and it is good for them to still have options for a
higher education.
●The independence of students to prepare for real life. In school, we have parents and teachers taking care of
us. There is not that in real-life, and it is good that universities prepare students for that, by perhaps not
reminding students to do the work.

CHALLENGE
RESOLUTION

The three things we agreed universities should add are:
●An application with support groups and tips to help with things such as stress, depression,
time-management, and many others. Students might feel overwhelmed and alone, and having support
groups to help them would be good, not only to get advice but just to talk to someone about their issues and
not feel alone. Getting tips about things they might be dealing with is also good as they might not know
about those issues and how to work them out.

“What does
today’s university
need to be better?
What 3 things
should it keep, 3
things should it
add, and 3 things
should it
eliminate?”

●A social application for students to meet new people with similar interests. New students, transfer students,
or students that did classes online because of Covid-19 all might have a hard time finding new friends in
their university and might feel social anxiety. An app that would help them find friends in their university or
with similar interests would help ease their worries. They would be able to socialise and go to university
already knowing people. This is especially interesting for university students who have suﬀered Covid-19
and quarantine as they might need help making the transition easier.
●An application to help students navigate the diﬀerent housing options. There are so many options for
housing, but some are too expensive, some are too far from universities, … so having an app that helps you
navigate through all that would be useful. Students would be able to put in their university, the price limit,
and options such as a gym or a park nearby and the app would give them the best options.
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The three things we agreed universities should eliminate are:
●Discrimination and its tolerance. In some universities, there is still discrimination for things such as
race, sex, nationality, sexual orientation, e.t.c. and it is a big issue. Students that are discriminated
against by peers or by teachers just because of something like their skin color should not be accepted,
and it could make them feel invisible and not accepted. Some solutions include courses and lessons to
stop the ignorance of both students and teachers on those issues.
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●The student-teacher relationship barrier, that stops students from confiding in their teachers and
getting help. This may unmotivate the student to do work and make it harder for them to get good
grades, but the teacher would be unaware of that and not give them the help they need to succeed.
Teachers have many classes with many students and they unfortunately cannot become close with all
their students. A solution would be to make smaller classes for the teachers to get to know their
students better and for the students to feel more comfortable.
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●Giving too much independence to the students, as it is good for students especially because they will
be on their own once they finish university, but too much independence at once right after leaving
school where they were still kids and being taken care of by everyone is too much. They might make
mistakes or abuse their independence, and it is still good for them to have some people supervising
what they do, as they would not be mature enough to handle too much independence.
We are improving the future of higher education by relieving stress from the students, which will help them
navigate their university years and help them get higher grades. The benefits they will gain are learning to
become independent without getting it all at once and feeling overwhelmed, and the support from their
peers and teachers which will also make them not feel alone in their issues. They will overall feel more
secure in their school work and in their social life, and will overall have a better university experience.
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FINAL CONCLUSIONS

THE FUTURE OF HIGHER EDUCATION BY
“Sek - El Castillo”
Here are the three things we think universities should keep:
●
●
●

Reward for work ethic (best work gets best rewards)
Diﬀerent study options (e.g. full-time, part-time)
Student’s independence (to prepare for real life)

The three things universities should add:
●
●
●

An app with support groups and tips (to handle any personal issues)
A social app for students to meet new people (with similar interests)
An app for housing options (to help students)

The three things universities should eliminate:
●
●
●

Discrimination (and its tolerance)
Student-teacher relationship barrier (to seek help)
Too much independence for students (all at once)

YOU HAVE OFFICIALLY BECOME THE
GLOBAL DESIGNERS OF THE DIGITAL
EDUCATIONAL MODEL OF THE FUTURE.
CONGRATULATIONS!

